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Parts in Kit

MX46837

NOTE: Retain these installation instructions with your 
machine operator’s manual.

Parking Safely

1. Stop machine on a level surface, not on a slope.

2. Disengage PTO and stop attachments.

3. Lower attachments to the ground.

4. Lock park brake.

5. Stop engine.

6. Remove key.

7. Wait for engine and all moving parts to stop before you 
leave the operator’s station.

8. Close fuel shut off valve before servicing the fuel 
system, if your machine is equipped.

9. Disconnect the battery ground cable before making 
repairs to electrical system or doing any welding.

Qty. Description

1 Coupler, 1/2 in. Male (A)

1 Coupler, 1/2 in. Female (B)

1 Ring, Snap (C)

1 Fitting, Straight Adapter (D)

1
Hydraulic Line,
Dual SCV to Power Beyond (E)

2
Fitting, 90° Elbow w/O-Ring 
(19.05 x 25.4 mm thread sizes) (F)

1
Hydraulic Line,
Power Beyond to RCV (G)

1 Bracket, Coupler (H)
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1 Adapter, w/O-Ring (I)

1
Fitting, 90° Elbow w/O-Ring 
(19.05 x 20.62 mm thread sizes) (J)

1 T-Fitting (K)

1 Cap (L)

1 Connector, Straight Thread Swivel (M)

1 Coupler, 3/8 in. Male (N)

1 Dust Cap, 3/8 in. (O)

1 Hydraulic Hose (P)

1 Dust Cap, 1/2 in. (Q)

1 Fitting, Bulkhead (R)

1 Nut, Bulkhead (S)

1 Label, Caution (Domestic)

1 Label, Power Beyond

1 Label, Outlet Identification

2 Bolt, M8x20

2 Nut, M8

Qty. Description
John Deere Worldwide Consumer & Commercial Equipment Division
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Prepare Machine

1. Park machine on a level surface. 

2. Turn off PTO switch. 

3. Lock park brake. 

4. Stop engine and remove the key.

5. Wait for the engine and all moving parts to stop before 
you leave the operator’s seat.

6. Relieve hydraulic pressure from the system by lowering 
the rockshaft.

7. Remove negative battery cable.

8. Remove the seat assembly.

Install Coupler Bracket

MX32632

1. Remove the hardware holding the seat panel (A) to the 
cross member (B) in the rear of the machine.

2. Remove the center link support bolt (C).

MX46838

3. Align the holes in top of coupler bracket (D) with the 
mounting holes in the cross member (B).

4. Fasten the top of coupler bracket to the cross member 
with two M8x20 bolts (E) and two M8 nuts.

5. Fasten the bottom of the coupler bracket to the center 
link support using the mounting bolt (C) that was previously 
removed.

MX46839

6. Install the bulkhead fitting (F) into the bottom left hole of 
the coupler bracket (D), and secure with bulkhead nut (G).

7. Install the 1/2 in. female coupler (H) into the top left hole 
of the coupler bracket, and secure with the snap ring (I).

8. Install the adapter (J) into the 1/2 in. female coupler (H). 
Tighten to 46 N•m (34 lb-ft).

c CAUTION: Avoid injury! Hydraulic fluid is under 
pressure. Escaping fluid can penetrate the skin 
and cause serious injury. Protect hands and 
body.

• Relieve all pressure before checking 
hydraulic hoses.

• Search for leaks with a piece of cardboard. 
Do not use hands to check hoses.

• Tighten all connections before applying 
pressure.
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Assemble Hydraulic Hose

NOTE: Make sure adapter O-rings and face seals are 
properly installed.

MX12783

1.  Install a 90° elbow fitting (A) and 1/2 in. dust cap (B) 
onto the straight end of the hose (C). Tighten to 69 N•m 
(51 lb-ft).

2. Install a 1/2 in. male coupler (D) onto the 90° elbow 
fitting (A). Tighten to 46 N•m (34 lb-ft).

MX46840

3. Install the 90° hose end (E) onto the bulkhead fitting (F). 
Tighten to 69 N•m (51 lb-ft).

NOTE: Hose loop should be straight, with both sides 
aligned. Hose loop should not twist to the side.

4. Connect the 1/2 in. male coupler (D) to the 1/2 in. 
female coupler (G).

Install Hydraulic Line Assembly and Coupler 
Bracket

NOTE: Loosening the hydraulic fittings will cause 
hydraulic oil to leak. Place a rag or paper towel under 
each fitting to absorb any dripping oil.

MX47514

Picture Note: Some components not shown for a 
better view.

1. Locate the SCV to RCV hydraulic line (A) just below and 
to the right of the seat area.

2. Loosen both hydraulic line nuts (B), and remove 
hydraulic line (A).

3. Remove adapter (C) in SCV outlet and adapter (D) in 
RCV outlet.
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MX46845

Picture Note: Some components not shown for a 
better view.

4. Install new 19.05 x 25.4 90° elbow w/O-Ring adapter (E) 
into SCV outlet and new adapter w/O-Ring (F) into RCV 
outlet.

5. Install the power beyond to RCV hydraulic line (G) 
connector (H) to elbow w/O-Ring adapter (E). Do not 
tighten at this time.

6. Install the power beyond to RCV hydraulic line (G) 
connector (I) to bulkhead fitting (J). Tighten to 69 N•m (51 
lb-ft).

7. Connect the dual SCV to power beyond hydraulic line 
(K) connector (L) to new adapter w/O-Ring (F). Do not 
tighten at this time.

8. Connect the dual SCV to power beyond hydraulic line 
(K) connector (M) to straight adapter fitting (N) at the rear of 
the coupler bracket. Tighten to 69 N•m (51 lb-ft).

9. Tighten two hydraulic line connectors (H) and (L) to 50 
N•m (37 lb-ft).

Install Transmission Tank Port Fitting

MX46841

1. Remove the transmission tank plug (A).

MX46842

2. Install 19.05 x 20.62 mm thread sized 90° elbow fitting 
w/O-Ring (B). Tighten to 50 N•m (37 lb-ft).

3. install T-fitting (C).
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MX46843

4. Install cap (D) onto T-fitting (C).

5. Install a 3/8 in. dust cap (E), and straight thread swivel 
connector (F) onto T-fitting (C).

6. Install 3/8 in. male coupler (G) on straight thread swivel 
connector (F). The male coupler should face the rear of the 
machine. Make sure it does not come in contact with the 
rockshaft arm when the arm is raised or lowered. Tighten 
male coupler to 46 N•m (34 lb-ft).

7. Install the seat panel.

8. Install the seat assembly. The seat and closeout may 
have to be trimmed to clear coupler bracket.

9. Connect negative battery cable

10.Check the transmission oil level. Add oil if necessary.

11.Start the engine.

12.Cycle the rockshaft control lever forward and rearward 
several times; check for leaks and for contact with installed 
fitting and hydraulic lines.

13.Stop the engine.

14.Check the transmission oil level. Add oil if necessary.

Install Labels

MX47513

1. Domestic Models Only: Install the appropriate 
language CAUTION (A) label and power beyond (B) label 
as shown.

2. Export Models Only: Install the power beyond label (B) 
on the left side of the coupler bracket as shown. 

3. Install the outlet identification label (C) on the left side of 
the coupler bracket as shown. 

Using Power Beyond

Attachment Installed to the Power Beyond

MX46844

1. Disconnect the 1/2 in. male coupler (A).

2. Install the 1/2 in. dust cap (B) on the 1/2 in. male 
coupler. 

3. Connect the 1/2 in. male coupler from the attachment to 
the 1/2 in. female coupler. 

4. Connect the 3/8 in. female coupler from the attachment 
to the 3/8 in. male coupler in the transmission tank port. 
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Attachment Not Installed to the Power Beyond

1. Connect the 1/2 in. male coupler (A) to the female 
coupler. Always keep hydraulic hose connected when not in 
use.

2. Install the 3/8 in. dust cap (C) on the tank port fitting 
when not in use.

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage!  Prevent overheating of 
the hydraulic system and damage to other internal 
hydraulic components. 

• Read instructions before operating.

• When not using the power beyond for operating a 
rear mounted implement, the hydraulic hose end 
with the male quick connector must be connected to 
the female quick-connect coupler.
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